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Heraldic Antelope in the Crest of Baz Manning
painted by John Ferguson

JOURNAL SCAN

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

The Bookplate Journal Vol 12 No 2 Autumn 2014 has some Griffins on the arms
of Baker Holroyd, who later became Lord Sheffield (below left) and a Dragon on the
bookplate of M.F.Hill, a past president of the Somerset Cricket Club (below right).

We dealt fully with St Edmund in No 66 in 2005. The town of Bury St Edmunds is
named after him, and as England’s first Christian martyr celebrated on 20th
November, he was our Patron Saint until superseded by St Edward the Confessor,
who in turn gave way to St George after the Crusades.
The last issue came out on St Wilfrid’s Day and mentioned my Great Uncle Wilfrid.
He was the eldest of five brothers, each of whom achieved sufficient distinction to be
given an entry in Who’s Who. The second brother was my grandfather, Ralph Eric
(known in the family as Eric to avoid confusion with his eminent uncle), who was in
the family business with his father Thomas, but sadly died before he was fifty. The
third was Cyril, a Captain in the Royal Navy whose exploits in the North Sea
blockade during the First World War have been recorded, while the fourth, Hugh,
became Colonel of his cavalry regiment and married the daughter of General Sir
Bindon Blood. The fifth and youngest, Clement Edmund, but known in the family as
Uncle Ed, started in the Church like his eldest brother, and was anxious to help
improve the lot of the people of Liverpool where he was based. When he found that
the vast majority of those in his Parish were Catholics, he switched churches, but then
discovered that those in his Hierarchy were not interested in social justice but only in
increasing the number of faithful souls, so he left the Church and went into politics.
As the MP for his part of Liverpool until unseated in the great Labour landslide in
1945, he had indeed seen a considerable improvement in the lives of Liverpool
people. He is buried alongside his brother Wilfrid in the churchyard at Longbridge
Deverill. It is fitting that we should remember him on St Edmund’s Day.
The Heraldic Antelope on the cover should really have his lower parts purple rather
than blue. Colour printing is not always reliable. We have seen him before, in No 28
in 2002, in a brush drawing by Robert Parsons, but he looks so much better in full
colour. The blazon reads: Upon a Mount growing therefrom Giant Red Paintbrushes
(Castilleja miniata) slipped and leaved proper an Heraldic Antelope statant erect per
fess dancetty Gules and Purpure armed tufted unguled and winged Or holding with
the sinister forehoof and by a guige Tenny in the dexter forehoof an Escutcheon
Argent.
Wings are not usual on this beast, but were added to reflect Baz’s love of flying. It is
worth repeating that Baz is one of our leading heraldic artists, being responsible for
adding new arms and restoring old in both Lincoln’s Inn and the Palace of
Westminster. For many years he was Editor of The Heraldic Craftsman, and his own
arms, granted in 2000, contain references to these links. Here is the version of his
arms painted by Andy Jamieson on the Letters Patent (top of next page), partly to
compare with the Ferguson version of the crest but also to see the whole composition.
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The New Zealand Armorist No 132 Spring 2014 (October) has an article on “A
Sicilian Yachting Pennant” by Roger Barnes including among other illustrations his
painting of the arms of Sicily. These comprise a Gorgon’s head superimposed on a
triskelion interspersed with ears of barley (back page). It is thought that the three
legs refer to the triangular shape of the island of Sicily, while the Gorgons of Greek
mythology were supposed to have dwelt there (Perseus flew “far to the west” to slay
Medusa), the ears of barley reflecting the agricultural fertility of its farmlands.
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BOOK REVIEW
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of SIGNS & SYMBOLS by Mark O’Connell and
Raje Airey (Wigston 2011) is said to give “Identification and analysis of the visual
vocabulary that formulates our thoughts and dictates our reactions to the world
around us.” It covers over 1600 symbols and signs from ancient times down to the
latest usage, and there is a Directory of Signs in 44 pages with a great variety of
circles, crosses, zigzagz and other shapes, each with its meaning attached. Fabulous
beasts occur sporadically throughout, but there is one special section on Fantastic
Creatures, which mentions the Chimera, Chiron the Centaur, Pegasus and the
Basilisk, Gorgons, the Unicorn, the Phoenix and the Unicorn, besides giants,
mermaids, satyrs and the like, and then there is a whole section on Dragons, both
Eastern and Western. The commentary is succinct and well-informed and the
illustrations, all in colour, are well chosen, but all rather small, though the splendid
picture on the cover (below) needs no explanation – and does not get one! The book
is said to “inform any dream-reader, magician, scientist, psychologist, historian or
astrologer.” We are indeed grateful to Roger Seabury for bringing us a copy.

The blazon of the shield is: Or semy of Millrinds Azure a Chief dancetty of two full
points upwards Purpure pierced twice of the field billetwise throughout.
FEEDBACK Roger Barnes has pointed out that the creatures blazoned as “sea
dragons” in the arms of the Thames Traditional Rowing Association (last issue) were
in fact Wyverns, having barbed tails instead of fish tails. The blazon was correct, so
this was a mistake by the artist. Unfortunately there was such a rush to get the
banners made in time for the Lord Mayor’s Procession, that the error was not
corrected and now a couple of dozen incorrect banners may be seen on occasions up
and down the Thames.
There are those who maintain that some sea-dragons do have barbed tails, as indeed
do some fish, so perhaps it is not a mistake after all but just a different interpretation.
In any case, it is now too late to do anything about it, so we will just rejoice in what
we have.
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SOME CONTINENTAL COATS OF ARMS
Bernard Juby has sent some examples of modern continental heraldic art (opposite).
First, top left, a striking piece by the artist Kurt Schweder (1924-2005) which came in
black and white, but following the Petra Sancta dots and dashes I was able to colour it
in. Second, top right, the arms of the Fritz family with its Styrian Panther’s head
crest, possibly by Hans Müller – the symbol bottom right is a clue for the
knowledgeable.
Next, bottom left, a Griffin supporting the arms of Monschein (“Moonshine”?), the
work of Lothar Müller-Westphal, a German heraldic artist born in 1941 who worked
as a graphic designer from 1965 to 1970 and has since been a self-employed freelance
artist. Last, bottom right, is a design for arms for a Chaplain in the US Army, by
Marco Foppoli done in 2014 and copyright, in his distinctive Germanic style, though
he is Italian.
The emphasis here is on the artwork rather than the content. It would be fun to try to
blazon them. Any offers?
PASTORAL PEOPLE
The Brick Presbyterian Church in the City of New York,
whose arms we saw in the last issue, is not just a chapel or
meeting place but a fine piece of ecclesiastical architecture
with many rooms, one of which is this meeting room for the
library (right) with French windows decorated with ironwork
dragons (detail below). Dragons may be an unusual choice
to decorate a
church, but
they look good
here. As the
brochure says,
a church is not
a building but a
congregation of
Christians who
use the building
to carry out
their mission,
and perhaps the
dragons have a
special
meaning for
them.
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